After the Oct. 23 upgrade, HCM users will have multiple ways to navigate to the data and transactions they use most.

The update isn’t changing the pages you currently use — you’ll just have more options to navigate to them.

**Highlights:**

- In addition to the **Homepage Selector**, you can use the **Previous** and **Next** buttons to scroll through your tile-based homepages in sequence.
- A **Global Search Bar** offers real-time suggestions as you type based on your previous visits in addition to matching results.
- The **NavBar** icons are updated and include breadcrumbs in the **Menu**, which outline file structures.
- A **Quick Access Bar** on all tile-based homepages keeps your recently visited items and favorites just a click away.

Explore the how-to guides on the new enhancements and view the video tour at [HCM PeopleTools Upgrade 2022](https://www.cu.edu/HCMpeopletools).
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